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A Message from Your Director of Operations
Submitted By – Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA

Here we are again, as another year is
coming to a close at the MVGCSA. Hopefully, 2018 was as good to you as it was for
this Association. And I don’t use the term
“Association” lightly.
By definition;

as-so-ci-a-tion (n) the act of associating,
the state of being associated; fellowship;
companionship; a body of persons
associated for a common purpose.

This is what we, the MVGCSA are as a unit,
a strong and viable Association! We stand at
nearly 230 strong, representing a myriad of
professional occupations related to the turf
industry. We gather as an Association at
least 11 times a year and have continuous
access to information through our website
as well as the invaluable wealth of information directly pipelined from member
to member nearly 24/7. We are all in this
together, unlike any other profession you
can think of.
(continued on page 6)
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Fall/WInter 2018

W

e have reached the time of the year when
everybody wants to get lazy, relax and enjoy
the Holiday’s with family and friends. This is the best
time of the year for going to parties, having a drink with
the boys and recharging your batteries for 2019.
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Life moves pretty fast.
for the MVGCSA Hospitality Night on
I for one thought this year sucked
If you don’t stop and look
Wednesday. Keep checking our webas far as goosegrass and crabgrass.
around once in a while,
you could miss it.
site for upcoming events and make
One of the coldest April’s in history
sure you get your team in early for
and right into one of the warmest
the golf events as some of them will
May’s ever recorded. It was somehave limited enrollment depending
thing that I haven’t seen in a long
on the golf course. A big thanks to all
time. But all of that is in the past
the Supers that hosted an event this
now as we roll along into another
past year and to all that have commityear. I have been at the same place
ted to the upcoming year. If you want to host
for 25 years, now that seems crazy because
an event in the future just let the Board know
I was just 23 a couple of years ago (in my
and we will certainly get you on the schedule.
head). Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t
Thanks to Chad Carpenter and the Probstein
stop and look around once in a while, you
Clubhouse Staff for putting on another succould miss it. (Ferris Bueller).
cessful Annual Meeting. Thanks as well to Paul
I have to say this has been a very good
Hurst and Mike Carron for always working
year for MVGCSA. Our financials are as good
behind the scenes getting the Gateway Green
as ever and with our sponsors that continue
out to all our members. Remember they are
to support we have a bright future as an
always looking for more articles so don’t be
organization. Many thanks to our Board
afraid to write one on anything you want.
Members that put in their time with golf
Hope everyone gets what they want for
outings, updates on what our National is
Christmas and make sure you make your
doing and all the little things that people
New Year’s resolution. God Bless and have
don’t see. Kudos to all of you. I’m proud to
a great 2019. See everyone at our next event.
be the President of an organization that has
so many good, positive people that truly care
about golf.
Thanks,
Anybody going to San Diego for GIS
Robert Schaff, President
make sure you keep time on your schedule
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I

have had the same talk with my kids over the years.
I know you all have had the same one with your
children or employee’s. That talk about effort, that
talk about consistency, that talk about hustle, that talk
about how diamonds are formed under pressure but not
overnight, that talk about grinding, that one about crawling before you can walk,
the one about doing what you don’t want to do for a while before you get to do
what you want to do….that talk. The truth of the matter is, the work is what you
remember. The work is what makes the end result so gratifying. The process, the
effort, the want to, the chutzpa, the method, the buy in, the slow results over time
is what makes that proverbial beer taste so good at the end of the day.

Director of Operations
Chuck Gast
MVGCSA
(314) 591-1613

Cherish the grind, savor the
effort, enjoy the process and
then relish the moment as you
wipe the sweat from your brow.
It’s always about the work.

Art Director
Larry Torno
Berkeley Design LLC
7400 Carleton Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63130
314-727-3686

I would be lying if I told you that the
Gateway Green was as burdensome as it used
to be to publish. There is a reason why I call
it the old battle axe. For several years these
26 pages or so was very tough to wield, shoulder and drag. Over time though, I feel our
content has created some buy in with fellow
MVGCSA members.Over time I feel our presentation has created loyalty with our writers.
Over time, with diligent effort and consistency I feel I am running instead of crawling
with the Double G. I want to be clear, I enjoy
being a part of the MVGCSA and I am still
quite fond of being part of this publication.
I hope you all feel the same way as well.
Anywho…our stable of writers is growing. Welcome this issue Carter DeMay from
St. Albans CC. Carter has put together a nice
summary of the Delegates Meeting that he
attended this past November. Carlos Arraya
from Bellerive CC makes his debut writing
about work place culture. Thanks for writ-

ing Carlos, I respect your vulnerability. Chris
Rapp is back grinding, DHump is rambling,
Kolby is decompressing, the Prez is prezing,
Chuck is directing, Kick is thanking and Xi is
breaking down what’s new with her program.
Big thanks to my mentor Mike Carron for
his work with our incredibly loyal advertisers. I know the MVGCSA Board has openly
expressed their gratitude as well Mike. Best of
health to my guy Larry Torno and thanks for
putting order to all of the emailed chaos that
I send you. One final thank you to all of the
Associate Members who advertise in the Gateway Green, if you have any feedback please
contact me at paul.hurst@greenspro.com.
Cherish the grind, savor the effort, enjoy
the process and then relish the moment
as you wipe the sweat from your brow. It’s
always about the work.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Paul Hurst, Editor
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Message from Your Director of Operations
Submitted By – Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA
(continued from page one)

D

o fortune 500 companies share their
trade secrets? Do sports teams share
their insights of team strength or weakness? Do construction companies share
their internal methods of operation?
We do all of that here and more. Get
involved and just ask. Our profession
embodies the word transparency.
Looking forward to 2019, we are again
skillfully guided by an industrious,
hard-working Board of Directors. At our
recent Annual Meeting in November,
these gentlemen were slated to serve
your Association through 2019.
PRESIDENT
Rob Schaff – The Falls
VICE PRESIDENT
Khris Rickman – The Quarry
TREASURER
Rob Kick - Algonquin
DIRECTOR (2 YR)
Matt Czarnecki - St Peters
DIRECTOR (2 YR)
Chris Finnerty – Bogey Log
DIRECTOR (2 YR)
John Briggs – Fox Run
DIRECTOR (1 YR)
Dave Pini – Old Hickory
DIRECTOR (1 YR)
Justen Patterson
PAST PRESIDENT
Mike Null – Norwood Hills
Should you desire to contact any of them
about any MVGCSA issue or concern, or
any turf question, their contact information along with their picture is readily
available at any time by visiting our
website and clicking on the About Us,
red box, located on the home page.
Go check it out!

Also, during our Annual Meeting in
November, the 2018 MVGCSA Golf
Champs, contested at Glen Echo CC,
were crowned. Congrats to Kolby
Armbruster, low gross Champ and Don
Humphrey, low net Champ. Green Cup
Champs for 2018 at Forest Hills CC were
Kyle Kingsbury, Mike Daugherty and
Tony Arro. Great playing guys!

Brian Burnetti – Algonquin

MVGCSA attendance award winners for
2018 were Adam Lewis in the Assistant’s
division with Rob Kick awarded in the
Superintendent’s division. Congrats
gents and thank you for your persistent
attendance at MVGCSA events!

Peter Christo – Old Hickory

And just in case you missed the summer
issue of the GG, the 2018 MVGCSA
scholarship award winners were Austin
Allen and Mathew Ridings in Turf and
Madison Brown and Adam Kane in the
Legacy division. Well deserved!
Relating back to the strength of our
Association, we fortified that aspect
even more with the addition of 26 new
members in 2018! Please welcome;
Chris Sontheimer – Creve Coeur
Grant Rosenfelder – Stonewolf GC
Brian Braun – Oak Hills
Scott Simpson – Benton CC
Mike Muni – MJM Services
Justin Fogarty – Raintree CC
Scott Hovis – MGA
Steven Luebbers – Bogey Hills
Randy Beussink – Nufarm
Steve Hart – retired
Mathew Kromschroeder –
Old Hawthorne
Mark Toennies – ATS

Michael Shriner – Paradise Point
Mark Brady – Arnold GC
Todd Marquette – Busy Bank
Kyle Stratman – Gateway National
Stephen Sellmeyer – Whitmoor
Lee Miller – Westlake CC
Nadine Harskamp – Classic Images
Andrew Kimball – St Albans
Colin Van Hare – Ruth Park
Austin Allen – Westborough
Kevin Betley – Midwest Turf Contractors
Greg Pelstor – Central Turf & Irrigation
A hearty welcome to all!
That about wraps it up for 2018! The
MVGCSA is alive and well and you can
check it out for yourself by visiting our
website at www.mvgcsa.com. There you
will find info, summaries and pictures
related to past MVGCSA activities as well
pertinent info of upcoming meetings and
events for the 2019 season. Also, new
for 2019 is the ability for all members
to post/blog any questions or comments
right on the website. Just another benefit
of your membership with the MVGCSA!
Thank you! Have a Merry Christmas and
a wonderful New Year! n
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THE GRIND

Common Sense
Submitted By – Chris Rapp, Bellerive Country Club

KEEP ‘EM CLEAN,
KEEP ‘EM SHARP,
AND KEEP ‘EM SLICK!

HOWDY FROM THE SHOP AND SEASON’S GREETINGS TO ALL!

We hope your winter projects are going well. We certainly have experienced some unusual weather already
this winter. It’s been quite a few years since I had to climb down from my deer stand and move around
because my feet were cold on opening morning of rifle season. It was a real sack cincher for
that time of November. And then, Saturday, December 1st, I recall enjoying a frosty cold barley pop and
conversation with Rob Bardot on the back deck, dressed only in jeans and a tee shirt…Unseasonal for sure.

O

ur conversations almost always turn to the topic
of “common sense”. Those of you who know Rob
have probably heard him say: “Common sense? I don’t
know why they call it that. It’s not very #^*%#@* common
anymore.” I always have to agree and then we proceed to try
and figure out why. Of course we always run out of time…or
beer…without a solid answer. We spitball many valid hypotheses, but never a single solid answer. One of the better hypotheses, in my opinion, involves planning ahead and considering
the possible outcomes of an action before beginning said
action. Something I think I am pretty good at…most of the
time. So today, as is my usual style, I will be using myself and
my personal experiences as a learning tool. (Maybe this will
give a whole new meaning to the phrase “That Chris Rapp…
he’s a real tool”.) Back to topic. To be fair, common sense
is not really common, save for not staring into the sun, it’s
learned. So here comes the lesson. I recently purchased a used
dump truck to haul firewood, rock, mulch…you know, just
another toy. Got a pretty good deal. Had to do some wrenchin’

on it. Bed raises, end gate opens. Finally got it road
ready and headed to the quarry. It tared at just a shade
over 9000 lbs. Some quick math and I figured it would
haul 5 ton just like the fella I bought it from said. Cool.
I thought about it for a few seconds and told them to load me
with 5 ton. Came back around to the scales again. 4.6 ton.
Went in and settled up and hit the road. Drove good, stopped
good, pulled the hills great. Cool. Got home and pressed the
“up” button. All I heard was the hoist pump going over relief.
Not cool. As you recall, the fella I bought it from said it would
haul 5 ton but he neglected to mention its inability to dump
5 ton. Not cool indeed. Subsequent trips to the quarry would
reveal that the bed hoist would raise about 3.5 ton. Have to get
to work on that ASAP. If only I had planned ahead and considered the possible outcomes of going full payload the first time
out. Never-the-less, I had plenty of time to mull over one of the
outcomes as I shoveled off a ton of rock. In a few words:

Look before you leap!

It’s experiences like this that apparently have landed me a spot on the panel of a new session at the Golf Industry
Show entitled “Epic Fails”. Maybe I will see some of you all there. In other news we had another successful technicians meeting November 5th. Joe Wachter did an excellent presentation on how social media can be an important
tool at a golf course shop. It was our first meeting on a Monday and the first one at a clubhouse. The lunch was
outstanding. A shout out to Ed Wachter, Rob Bardot and the rest of the staff at Franklin County CC for their gracious
hospitality. We hope that everyone has a blessed Christmas and a safe New Year. Remember to plan ahead.
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2018 GCSAA Delegate Conference Review
Submitted By – Carter DeMay, Saint Albans CC

THE GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA IS DEDICATED TO SERVING ITS MEMBER,
ADVANCING THEIR PROFESSION AND ENHANCING
THE ENJOYMENT, GROWTH AND VITALITY OF
THE GAME OF GOLF.”

T

his is the mission statement for the GCSAA, one which
our President Darren J. Davis, CGCS made the Board of
Directors memorize. With that in mind, the GCSAA has been
fulfilling their mission. There are some bylaw initiatives that
were passed to help the growth and retention of members to
the GCSAA, as well as its affiliate chapters. The penetration rate
of GCSAA membership in U.S. golf facilities is only 48%. Of the
15,000 or so golf facilities in the United States, there are 7,555
courses without a GCSAA member. With the proposed initiatives, the GCSAA hopes to improve that percentage, which has
been stagnant for many, many years. Avoiding insanity (doing
the same thing over and over again while expecting a different
result) was the theme of this year’s Delegate Conference. As
turf managers I believe we are all familiar with that concept.
The GCSAA is attempting to avoid insanity by introducing
new and progressive ways to promote and retain membership,
continue their financial health and further develop education programs to help benefit Superintendents, Assistants and
Equipment Technicians.
Speaking of Assistants and Equipment Technicians, be
sure to have them check out the GCSAA website. The GCSAA
has started to develop certification programs for these two
vital positions in the industry. The Assistant Superintendent
Certificate Series has already developed two certificates in

agronomy and golf business and there are two more certificates
being developed for 2019. The Turf Equipment Technician Certificate Program is a series of 8 exams to test the competency
in all relative fields for equipment managers. These certificate
programs help further the competency of these two important positions. Locally, the MVGCSA is getting these groups
of individuals together for roundtable discussion, outings and
demonstrations. I encourage any Assistants and EM’s out there
to get involved with these opportunities to network and learn
from each other.
Lastly, I think it’s important to discuss the success that
Rounds 4 Research has had in creating donations. This year
proceeds reached $312,239, which is up 42% from the previous
year. These donations help fund local research, education and
advocacy efforts. Since 2012, more than $845,000 has been distributed to help provide research funding at land grant universities, BMP projects, education programs and state golf days.
Along with Rounds 4 Research, the First Green has been a
successful program for many chapters in other areas of the nation. The First Green is a field trip-based program that brings
students from local schools out to the golf course. It is a great
way for golf and community to come together to create an
understanding of environmental stewardship that we have as
turf managers. This program could be something the MVGCSA
could get involved with the St. Louis community. Check it out
by visiting www.thefirstgreen.org.

The GCSAA is doing a lot to help its members every day and
the Board of Directors are always asking themselves, “Is
this the best thing for our members?” I believe they deserve
our thanks in continuing to run our national association with
integrity and steering the ship in the right direction. Major
thanks go to our MVGCSA Board for allowing me to be a
part of this experience and represent our chapter.
Going to this meeting was an invigorating experience. n
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Random Ramblings in the Valley
Submitted By Don Humphrey, Lake St. Louis Golf Club

THANKS FOR RE ADING

G

reetings to all, as I am sitting down to write this article it
grass dies on Sunday afternoon than on any other day”. So,
is early December and we are officially into the, “Off Seaas we try to get greens rolling at 11 and pushing our turf to
son”, in the transition zone. As 2018 moves towards 2019, the
perform in these challenging conditions, this Mother just
zoysia is dormant and another growing season is in the books.
keeps sending us crappy weather.
This time of year is great for reflecting on the good, the bad
If that isn’t enough to cook your grits, it is the weather
and of course, the ugly of our golf maintenance programs.
prognosticators that really send this train off the tracks. The
To start, we have to talk about Mother Nature; she can
local meteorologists are just like the weather, you can’t trust
most certainly be cruel to golf course turf. The 2018 spring,
them either. How many times have you tried to plan your week
which lasted about 2 days, moved onto a summer that felt like
for maintenance after you have watched the weatherman and
it lasted about 6 months, and then the quick cold snap that
he tells you it is going to rain, so you cancel an aeration, and
turned our fall season into winter. I don’t know about you but
of course it doesn’t rain a drop. Or the other shoe drops and
for myself and my bent grass greens we both could use a little
the forecast is for 4 days of dry weather so you aerate fairways
help from that Mother FFFurrrr. The weather data for 2018
and pull cores and, YEP, by 1:00 in the afternoon when your
shows the evidence of dismal conditions for bent grass root
fairways are covered in cores, it pours down rain and it is a
growth in the spring and the fall of 2018. Thanks again Mom.
mess. Been there done that. Please stop the madness; But the
I guess it is pretty easy to reach a conclusion on this topic for
best weather snafu, is the long-range forecast that our local
our industry of growing good turf, here is the shocking news;
weather guys roll out for each season. They give us the spring,
We just can’t trust Mother Nature. That’s right guys, she’s not
summer, fall and winter forecast. I don’t know if you have ever
very nice to us or our golf courses most of the time. It almost
seen some of these local guys and their forecast, but it is kind
makes you want to go get a CDL and become a truck driver.
of hard to take them seriously. Let me give them and
Think about it, almost everything that we do on our golf
you, some insider long-range forecasting in this article.
course is dependent on the weather. It’s too cold, it’s too
As we head into the winter months it is going to be
hot, too wet, too dry, too windy, too humid, too cloudy,
COLD, with some snow, Spring forecast, it will warm up
too sunny, WOW, my head hurts.
in the spring with some rain, Summer forecast, it will be
Alrighty then, I guess by now
HOT in St. Louis with some thunder
you are thinking that after 41 years
showers, and the Fall forecast, it will
of working in the golf business and
cool down, and we will see some rain.
dealing with this crazy weather that
BOOM, there you go a 2019 long-range
I have finally cracked. I think you
forecast for free, you’re welcome.
might be correct. And while I am on
I think I’m channeling Rob Kick
this weather-related rant, here is anhere. But I digress, it’s not all doom
As we head into the winter months
other thing; It just seems to me that
and gloom, sometimes Mother Nature
Mother Nature saves her best for us
actually comes through for us, with
it is going to be COLD, with some
on Sunday afternoons. I don’t think
a well-timed rain shower or cool front.
snow. Spring forecast, it will warm
it is my imagination that it always
That is about all I got on this topic
up in the spring with some rain.
seems to be, sunny, windy, and 90
and it has been a bit cathartic; but it
Summer
forecast,
it
will
be
HOT
in
plus temps, on almost every sumstill doesn’t change the fact that we are
St. Louis with some thunder showers.
mer Sunday afternoon. My favorite
all prisoners of Mother Nature, she is
Gateway Green editor, Mr. Paul
large and in charge. Thanks for reading
And the Fall forecast, it will cool
Hurst has told me these words of
and Happy Holidays to you and your
down, and we will see some rain.
wisdom many times,“more bent
families. n
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Kick’s Korner
Submitted By – Rob Kick, Algonquin Golf Club

D

id you guys catch the Tiger vs. Phil grudge
match the day after Thanksgiving? Ya, me
neither. Heard it was really amazing though...
they made huge $200,000 side bets in a winner
take all 9 million dollar fight to the finish with
Phil eeking out Eldrick by one on the 22nd
hole. Must see TV at its best right? The number
14th ranked player against the number 31st
ranked player, really gives me goosebumps.
Golf must be worse off than I thought.
Been fairly quiet round the Valley here
recently. I wonder if that has to do with the
non-existent fall we just had. Technically, we
did in fact have an autumn season it just didn’t
feel like it. 90 degrees here in the Lou the first
week of October down to 59 for a high the
week following and coverall weather ever since.
Oh well, what can you do?

bringing us our Gateway Green!

Something I’ve been
wanting to do for a while
and haven’t, is really take
a minute or two to thank a
few people in our association for all they do. These
guys really go above and
beyond, and amazingly do
what they do without asking for anything in return.

Something I’ve been wanting to do for a while
and haven’t, is really take a minute or two to
thank a few people in our association for all
they do. These guys really go above and beyond, and amazingly do what they do without
asking for anything in return. Since its cold
outside, and there isn’t much going on, and
of course tis the season to spread a little joy...
something I don’t usually do here (but will
make an exception because it’s Christmas), here are a couple
heartfelt thank yous to some very deserving people.

Two guys who really should be getting canonized soon are
Paul Hurst and Mike Carron for all of their efforts in bringing
the Gateway Green to each of you for all these years. Mike,
as I’m sure most of you know has been keeping the GG books as
well as a lot of behind the scenes work to gain advertisements
for our Association’s publication. Paul, our editor, and all around
nice guy (who by the way doesn’t yell at me when I turn in my
article 2 weeks late) has been running through this old battle
axe for A LOT of years. The work he does to bring this to our
membership is truly thankless and simply amazing. On behalf
of all the members of the Mississippi Valley and on a personal
note, from all of me here at Kick’s Korner, a most sincere
THANK YOU to the both of you, for your continuing efforts in

Next, I would like to recognize our President,
Rob Schaff. I have to admit when Rob became
President I was worried his non-dues paying
alter ego (Rod Shaft) might somehow possess
his body full time. I thought we would get a
call in the middle of the night from someone
asking if we “knew the President of the Mississippi Valley”, and if we did, could we please
come quietly remove him from his dogs hind
leg or worse. But, as I often am, I was wrong.
Rob has proven to be an exceptional leader,
who has shown over the past year his passion for our industry, his command of respect
from his peers, his patience and most of all
his amazing ability to restrain Rod Shaft when
needed. Well done my friend, well done!

I know we talk about this next guy a lot, but
I don’t think we would be doing him justice
if we said something every sentence of every
paragraph of every issue. Chuck Gast! Chuck
has had a big impact on our association, huge
in fact. He has helped to improve almost every
facet of our operation. Seriously, I would like
to say this again, with everyone paying attention this time. He has helped improve almost
every facet of our operation...and it shows.
Chuck has been a mentor to me personally as well as many others in our industry. He continues to stay active as our Director of
Operations, is a fountain of knowledge and a great soundboard
for our area Superintendent’s. Chuck, we are so fortunate to have
you as our Director and in case we don’t say it enough THANK
YOU for all you do!
Finally, a warm and sincere Thank You to all of our Members and
Affiliate Members, after all this Association wouldn’t be here if
it wasn’t for you and certainly wouldn’t continue to thrive if it
wasn’t for you. Our Superintendents and Assistant members are
the greatest resource we have in that they create an impressive
local network for all of us to utilize. Our group here in St. Louis
is one of, if not the closest knit Associations in the Country and
are proving to be one of the strongest as well. Their efforts in
(continued on page twenty-two)
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Unplugged
Submitted By – Kolby Armbruster, Assistant Superintendent, Forest Hills Country Club

T

he trying 2018 season has now come and gone. Stressed
turf repaired, irrigation systems blown out, and the course
has been put to bed. Bring on 2019, hopefully we get all four
seasons this go around and don’t miss out on Spring and Fall.
Winter is here and it came in a hurry. Now is the time to
switch gears, attend some education conferences, plan for 2019
and most importantly recharge our batteries. Do something for
yourself whatever it may be, you deserve it.
I’m writing this article upon returning home from a short
vacation with my wife. We spent some time in the Caribbean.
At thirty years old,
I had never stepped
foot on a beach or
even been to the
ocean. Now was the
time. I couldn’t wait
to walk across the
beach and smell the
salt water in the
air like I have only
heard about.
While flying I was still in turf mode, spotting golf courses
and sports complexes from thousands of feet above. Wondering
what part of the country I was over, speculating is that
overseed down there or just a painted Bermuda fairway? We
approached the island and it was a different landscape I’ve
never seen before. Touched down and headed straight for the
resort. After checking in and while being guided to our room,
I stopped our attendant and asked “is this paspalum?” He
quickly replied yes in surprise. I pulled my phone out and
snapped a quick picture. Even popped off the sandals later on

to take a walk through it. I
know, I know, what a weirdo,
but hey its turf and that’s what
I love.
Once settled into our room
it was time to relax and head
down to the beach. We loaded
up everything we needed:
sandals, towels, sunscreen,
etc. I contemplated taking my phone, what if I want to take
more pictures, what if someone texts me, what if I want to post
something. Finally, I told myself NOPE, time to unplug and
take some time to myself.
Five days then passed by. The cell phone still laid idle in
the room. Holding a charge for those five days!! I was disconnected. No calls, no texts, no emails, no tee sheet updates, no
popping up sprinkler heads, no tweets, nothing. I couldn’t even
guess the time of day, besides when the sun came up and sun
went down. I lost track of what day it was. It was an abnormal
feeling, but I embraced it and was completely relaxed. The
batteries were recharging.
We live in a world of connectivity. We are consumed
with technology and connected to everything around us.
The unfamiliar feeling of being unplugged was refreshing (or
maybe that was the margaritas). With all kidding aside, it has
been a long and tiresome season, we took care of the course all
year, now take some time and do the same for yourself!!

I’d like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year. Enjoy the coming weeks of spending time with
family and loved ones. n
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Vulnerable
Submitted By – Carlos Arraya, CGCS, Director of Grounds and Agronomy,
Bellerive Country Club

You may be wondering what is this article about? Well, my hope is it’s something new to ponder. The purpose of this article is to
allow myself to be vulnerable. Yes, you read that correctly, a person (in my case, being a man), admitting he wants to be vulnerable. My vulnerability centers around sharing with you my very own professional secret that has allowed me to achieve great
success in the area of building and developing teams. Now, before I begin a question for you, am I able to grab your attention long
enough to share with you my secret so you can apply it in a fashion that best fits you?

A

Are you vulnerable enough to admit you want to read
further, and not get frustrated by a peer’s opinion on a sensitive topic? If so, keep reading. There is a growing challenge
in our workplace and it’s not turf related. It has nothing to do
with weather patterns or perfect greens. It has everything to
do with the PEOPLE. Yes, the PEOPLE are the new challenge
and in my view our greatest opportunity to further our greatness as Superintendent’s. Long gone are the days where folks
were frustrated over who is mowing rough and who is always
favored to rake a bunker. Also long gone are the days where you
provided a uniform, lunch and benefits package. These basic
benefits used to keep our desks overflowing with employment
applications. Believe it or not we now live in an age where
people will take less money for the right fit and a great work
culture. That’s right, a clash of the titans is occurring in our
workplace. It is currently documented that most generations
are now represented and working on a golf course at the same
time! There are significant challenges and behavioral differences required by these individuals. In more general terms we
are crossing old school managerial expectations with the need
for autonomy, more time off, connectivity and self-worth that
the new school demands. All of us are experiencing this at such
a rapid pace that we either are blaming a labor shortage on our

Abc
Carlos Arraya, Sarah Worley, Matt Lennon, Nick White and Jared Brewster

labor issues or simply are choosing to ignore the fact it’s hard
to recruit and retain staff that are clashing without authentic
leadership. Really what may be happening is we are having
a hard time recognizing our managerial and leadership skills
needed to change and meet the need of the PEOPLE (Baby
Boomers, Generation X, Y, Millennials, etc.). This has now
become our challenge while still having to deliver impeccable
golf conditions. Honestly, let’s embrace it, it’s not going away
and gaining traction by employers outside of golf.
So, how do you lead the various personalities that are
clashing at your facility and create a work culture that is
cohesive, self-motivating, produces extrinsic and intrinsic
benefits for everyone on your team? Stay with me….

My Secret
Remember I told you my purpose was to be vulnerable. So,
my secret is vulnerable because it’s not conventional. I aspire
to be a leader; my behavioral skill set clearly defines me as a
change agent. I have been blessed to be cursed by the turf and
have established a reputation to deliver organizational work
place cultures that are transcending courses. My success is in
my secret, my professional secret, is summed up for you as a
four-letter word. Not the four-letter word you would expect,
but the most powerful four-letter word in our world, LOVE.
Love is almost become taboo in the golf industry. But, Love the
old school, Love the new school. Love to manage or lead using
your authentic being. Love yourself to know when your right,
yet love yourself as much, if not more when you are wrong.
Love enough to recognize and educate to the world our industry is hard but is the most rewarding. It’s not so burdensome
as some like to communicate. Love your staff and dedicate the
appropriate time getting to know them beyond who is the best
at cutting cups or mowing greens. Love team members enough
to value their views and perspectives of your operations. Love
in your own authentic way that grows a culture that is focused
on people’s growth and conditioning, as much as the turf
(continued on page twenty-two)
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What’s New with the Mizzou Turf Program
Submitted By – Matt Fleetwood, Waana Kaluwasha, and Dr. Xi Xiong, University of Missouri

T

his year has been a busy, but very productive year for the
Mizzou turf program. Our graduate students continued
the tradition of attending and competing at the American
Society of Agronomy and Crop Science Society of America
(ASA-CSSA) annual meeting, with this year’s meeting held in
Baltimore, MD, November 4-7, 2018. This national meeting
between the two societies is the major academic conference
for turf scholars throughout the US, attracting individuals
from across the globe representing academia and industry.
Our students competed in the C5 (division for Turfgrass
Science) Graduate Student Competition, where they were
judged based upon research content and presentation skills.
Matt Fleetwood, M.S. candidate, won 1st place in the “Golf
Turf Management” poster section for his presentation entitled “Influence of Different Wetting Agents on Soil Moisture
and Water Infiltration on USGA Greens”. Waana Kaluwasha,
M.S. candidate, competed in the “Applied Pest Management”
oral section where she gave a talk entitled “The Influence
of Calcium and/or Nitrogen on Creeping Bentgrass Performance When Infected with Dollar Spot Under Chilling
Temperature”. In a different division, Waana also won 1st
place for a separate work focusing on organic disease management. One of our Turf undergrad students, Austin Allen,
also attended the meeting. He presented a poster entitled
“Evaluation of a New ALS Inhibitor, Pyrimisulfan (VexisTM)
for Its Safety on Bermudagrass Roots”, which summarized
a half-year of hard work he performed regarding a new
herbicide. It is a tremendous accomplishment and honor
to have our research recognized on this national level. We
are very proud of our students and their dedication to their
work. Our program strives to push the boundaries of turf
research every day. n

It is a tremendous accomplishment and honor
to have our research recognized on this national
level. We are very proud of our students and their
dedication to their work. Our program strives to
push the boundaries of turf research every day.

Waana Kaluwasha (left),
Austin Allen (middle), and
Matt Fleetwood (right)
posting at the ASA-CSSA
2018 meeting.
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Kick’s Korner

Vulnerable

(continued from page fourteen)

(continued from page eighteen)

promoting our Industry are in a very large part made possible
by the generous donations and sponsorship we receive from our
excellent group of Affiliates here in the Valley. You guys continue
to give back and answer our call for sponsorship and enough
can’t be said for you efforts. We strive to make prudent decisions and find avenues for your generosity that will be the most
impactful for our Membership. Again, thank you all!

receives growth and conditioning. Love to set your department
as the example at the club no matter the staff size. Some of you
already love in this way although you may not term it love. I do
because it frees me to be different, it allows my teams culture
to feel distinctively different. For those of you who continued
reading this is a two-part secret! That Love is not only mushy,
gushy or a rah rah speech. Love will deliver exceptional expectations and accountability in your facility. Love enough to
terminate and free any one that is a bad fit for your team. Have
faith in Love in the work place. Be a leader or manager that
loves. Love is the most powerful four-letter word and action to
develop. Most importantly, Love will help tame the clash of the
titans in the work place. Let’s lead, be free and love.

I know I went against my normal grain this month and said
mostly positive things within the Korner. I promise it won’t
happen again, however I am a believer in giving credit where
credit is due. Okay...well back to complaining about how much
this stupid holiday season is costing me and why the birth of
Christ and shopping have become linked into the most commercial, capitalistic “holiday” on the planet. Sorry, I digress...again.
From Kick’s Korner to all of you, please have a Merry and Safe
Holiday Season. Merry Christmas Movie house! n

Thank you all for your love and support prior to, during and
after the PGA Championship. Have a Great Holiday Season…
n

Let’s lead,
be free and love.

924 Waggoner Ave.
Jerseyville, Illinois 62052

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

February 2-7, 2019
Golf Industry Show
San Diego, CA
www.gcsaa.org
Wednesday, February 6, 2019
MVGCSA Hospitality Night at GIS
San Diego, CA
www.mvgcsa.com
Wednesday, March 13, 2019
Gateway Green Industry Conference
Gateway Convention Center,
Collingsville, Illinois
University of Illinois Extension
(618) 344-4230

